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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our main design goal is the output of a net zero energy office building. For this the preliminary
process of study started with:
•
site analysis: to focus on the potential strengths and attempt to reduce any vulnerability.
•
location and building orientation study: to identify the best possible initial design decisions
•
climate analysis: to ensure maximum comfort of the occupants
•
optimization and enhancement of building design: to ensure minimal energy use
As we progressed with the design, parameters such as water consumption, affordability and
resilience were considered as the chief challenge. All technical consideration and goals in the
specified contests were catered to. By incorporating climate specific features in terms of local
materials, walls and roof insulation, when necessary, solar passive design elements, radiant heating
system, rainwater harvesting systems as well as prefabrication and use of vernacularly relevant
techniques, we were able to achieve our targets given by the project partner.
We have two parallel approaches to this competition; one is to design an energy and resource
efficient office building which would aim at zero net energy campus, the other approach is to ease
the post covid transition from work from home scenario to office environment. This entails spatial
logics, quality of spaces, green interiors, playful colour schemes and other details which would help
the employee maintain as well as to enhance his/ her productivity and wellness.
The intent of the project was to create a net zero energy office building for Infosys in Noida. We
were given a 10-acre site to implement our design ideas on.
Major challenge that we faced was to find appropriate solutions to reduce our 3 important costs:
Financial costs, Environmental cost and human (social) costs.
We also found it integral to find a balance between energy reduction and maintaining the optimum
requirements to cater to the employees on site. In addition to building solutions, we also integrated
living solutions for the user group by monitoring their productivity and well-being through a mobile
application. Through our interventions we have been able to achieve the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy performance: 52% reduction from base case
Water performance: 68% reduction from base case
Resilience: catering to structural requirements for seismic zone IV
Affordability: 6.92% budget saving per sqm by use of ash-crete
Innovation: mobile application to monitor wellbeing
Scalability and market potential: use of local materials and techniques to reduce

transportation and construction costs. Defragmenting complex parameters to ease the
workload
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TEAM INTRODUCTION
a. Team Summary
Team name: Team Archetypes
Institution name: National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli
Division: Office Building
Team members:
Our team consists of 12 students pursuing post-graduation degrees in National Institute of
Technology, Tiruchirappalli. Ten of our members are specializing in Energy Efficient and
Sustainable Architecture and two in Construction Technology and Management.
Table 1 List of participants

S.No

Name

Qualification

Role

1

Priya Patel

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Team Leader, Architectural design,
Water performance, Resilience

2

Aakriti Dewan

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Water performance, Health and wellbeing

3

Chetty Vinodhraj
Mohanasundaram

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Health and well-being, Scalability and
market potential, Communication

4

Deepak Kumar

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Innovation, Engineering and
operations

5

Jay Prabha Rani

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Water Performance, Affordability

6

Krishna Vamsi

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Energy performance, Architectural
design

7

Parul Shelar

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Energy performance, Affordability

8

Rishabh Patel

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Innovation, Communication

9

Sumaiya Sahana Jahir Hussain

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Architectural design, Resilience,
Communication

10

Anusha Thomas

M.Arch (2nd yr)

Energy performance, Innovation

11

Saurabh Sinha

M.Tech (2nd yr)

12

Subham Dash

M.Tech (2nd yr)

Engineering and operations,
Architectural design, Scalability and
market potential
Engineering and operations,
Affordability, Resilience
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Background of the lead institution:
National Institute of Technology (formerly Regional Engineering
College) Tiruchirappalli is an autonomous technological institute, with
10 undergraduate, 28 graduate programs and doctorate programs in
engineering, architecture, and management programs.
NITT has been consistently in the NIRF top ranking list with the help of
its dedicated students, faculty and researchers, who aim to cater to
real world issues by integrating education and research.
Faculty Lead:
Dr. P. Gopalakrishnan is an Assistant Professor at the Department of
Architecture, NIT Trichy. He completed his Ph.D from NIT Trichy and
M.Arch from IIT Roorkee. After completing B.Arch from MIT Manipal, he
worked as an Assistant Architect primarily in residential design. He has
designed many buildings within NITT and undertaken various
government projects. He has also authored papers in the fields of
viewscape conservation, urban morphology and place attachment in
historic cities.

b. Design management process
Design charette:
To walk through the journey and experience the real time working on a project as intended by Solar
Decathlon Competition, each member of the Archetype team was assigned a role to play as field
professionals based on our design goals and asked to do pre-charrette research for their respective
area which included innovations, trends, market and procurement, conventional and
unconventional techniques, practices and USP of their idea.

Figure 12 Design Process; Source: Author
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The Design charette was a brainstorming session to pool in outcomes of research each individual
came up with pitch it to the other members of the team. The resultant was, fabricated and
streamlined goals, approach, ideas which would bring our innovations and interventions under a
single larger umbrella to appeal to all the stakeholders.
We have two parallel approaches to this competition; one is to design an energy and resource
efficient office building which would aim at zero net energy campus, the other approach is to ease
the post covid transition from work from home scenario to office environment.
This entails spatial logics, quality of spaces, green interiors, playful colour schemes and other
details which would help the employee maintain as well as to enhance his/ her productivity and
wellness.
Team meetings, analysis, and reviews:
Design discussions were conducted via both online and offline modes to collaborate with all team
members and include the overall inputs and ideas. Review sessions were conducted to brainstorm
ideas and arrive at solution to the challenges faced.

Tools used: AutoCAD, Sketchup, Rhino, Grasshopper, Ladybug, Honeybee, COMFEN, Photoshop,
Illustrator
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
a. Project name: Infosys, Noida

b. Project partner:
Name of organization: Infosys Limited
Background: Established in 1981, Infosys is a NYSE listed global consulting and IT services company
with more than 267k employees. The company was founded in Pune and is headquartered
in Bangalore. Infosys is the second-largest Indian IT company after Tata Consultancy Services by
2020 revenue figures and the 602nd largest public company in the world according to Forbes
Global 2000 ranking. The credit rating of the company is CRISIL AAA / Stable / CRISIL A1+ (rating
by CRISIL)

c. Project description:
Purpose: Build-own-operate
Location: Noida, Uttar Pradesh
Climate zone: Composite
Stage of the project: Design Stage
Profile of occupants: 2000 ODC Capacity & 585 Food Court Capacity
Hours of operation: 24 hours

d. Special requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEED V 4.1
WELL Standard
Net zero energy & water
Radiant cool building
Cost optimization
Value engineering target compared to earlier projects
Eligibility with govt. Subsidies

Benchmarks for energy
•
EPI < 70 kWh/m2/year
•
LPD : 0.5 W/Sqft
•
HVAC : 750 Sqft/TR
•
Electrical : 3.5 W/Sqft
Benchmarks for water
•
Taps : 1.9 Liters/Min
•
Water Closet : 3-6 Liters/Flush
•
Façade & Daylight
•
Total Façade solar loads in the building at peak design conditions for the location cannot
exceed 0.75 W/sqft
•
Spatial daylight autonomy 100/100% (sDA100/100%) of at least 85% of regularly occupied
area is achieved.
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•

•

Annual sunlight exposure 1000,250 (ASE 1000,250) of no more than 10% of regularly occupied
area is achieved (Use the regularly occupied floor area that is daylit per the sDA100/100%
simulations).
No direct solar radiation on any workstation.

e. Total built up area:
Site area: 40468.6 m2
Permissible Built-up area: 1,71,991.55 m2 (4.25 FAR)
Permissible Ground Coverage: 30% (12,140.58 m2)
Proposed Ground Coverage: 4046 m2
Proposed Built-up area: 21,871 m2

f. Construction budget: 6500 INR/sq.ft. (Tentative)
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Innovation

Affordability

Resilience

Water performance

Energy performance

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
GOALS
NET Zero Energy Design
• Reduce target energy use intensity to less than 70
kWh/m2/year with.
Maximize energy efficiency
• light power density of minimum 0.5 W/sq ft
• attain spatial daylight autonomy 100/100%
(sDA100/100%) of at least 85% of regularly occupied
area.
• benchmarks for HVAC Load is 750 sq.ft/TR and
electrical load of 3.5 W/sq.ft.
Onsite Energy generation through Solar, Wind and
Biomass Energy sources

STRATEGIES
Passive design strategies in building form, orientation,
surface color, shading devices, building envelope design
and ventilation. Using high R value materials in East and
West sides
Energy programming by grouping spaces based on
proximity and characteristics such as heating, cooling,
lighting, and occupant schedules.
Daylight harvesting using full height atrium and staggered
interiors enclosed by curtain walls. Heat gain and glare
could be optimized by automated shading and
electrochromic glass glazing.
Hybrid PVT with monocrystalline cells could be utilized
since it provides an efficiency of 15%.

Follow guidelines of platinum rating in LEED
Certification for net zero water building
• minimising water consumption by 70%
• maximising alternative water sources
• minimising wastewater discharge from building
• return treated water to original water source.

Minimize consumption with low flow fixtures, waterless
urinals, along with water metering and monitoring. Use of
native plants for landscape combined with smart irrigation
systems to reduce water need by 75%.
Potable and non-potable water requirements can be
catered to by catchments for storm water run-off and
overflow as well as treatment of grey water. 100% treatment
of black water to use for irrigation and ground water
recharge.

Noida is under seismic zone IV
• Withstand seismic loads, floods, earthquakes,
biohazards
• Ambient air quality monitoring and control over viral
bacterial infection spread
• LCA of techniques and materials

Structural safety and extended life with the incorporation
of low damage design by usage of base isolation and raft
foundation combined with dampers.
Use of re-centering systems for post disaster stability

Cost effective onsite and off-site strategies
• Pre-planned construction management practices
• Reducing CAPEX and OPEX by using materials with
low embodied energy.

Improved scheduling and onsite collaboration with the
application of BIM.
Prefabrication leads to up to 6.92% budget saving per sqm
when compared to a conventional project.
Save the transportation cost by use of locally
manufactured materials
Reduce operational as well capital costs with the use of
DOAS systems and thermally activated building systems.
Use of modular and flexible furniture in the interiors.

Since pollution is a major issue in Noida, one dominant
aim of design is to improve the Indoor air quality of the
building.
• Improve the indoor comfort
• Ensure positive productivity.
• Safer and healthy environment

Mobile phone application to regularly map the spaces in
the building with respect to the time spent, quality and
productivity
Post-pandemic phase enhanced hygiene measures using,
low-porosity, non-fibrous materials, and anti-microbial
coatings on frequently touched spaces.
Green dampers to treat external air entering the building.
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•

•

•
•

Adaptable design with a latent capacity to handle
increased loads and cater to growing needs until the
building system can be upgraded with additional
resources.
To develop an efficient construction timeline and
systems to ensure construction productivity.

Monitoring resources and business projections
Determining the time of upgrade by taking defragmenting
complex workloads and restricting use of complex solutions
that bind multiple systems and lead to failure clusters.

Self-explanatory and easy to understand
Accessible to the stakeholders involved such as
clients, construction workers and other relevant
audiences.

Enhancing verbal communications using meetings,
discussions, and presentations
Conveying realistic understanding of design through 3D
views, models, samples, mockups, and walkthroughs.
Using BIM modelling to ensure precision in displayed
information during the construction process.

To fulfil requirements of the WELL Building standards to
provide healthy environment.
• Creating comfortable spaces
• Ensuring flexible and collaborative spaces to aid in
multitasking and collaboration
• Encouraging work life balance
• Balance social and solitary environments

Physical
• Strategic use of air purifying plants
• Use of colours to enhance visual responses
• Blend interior with exteriors alleviating the
psychological aspects.
Mental
• Provide breakout spaces to reduce burnout
• Mindful use of green pockets to create lively spaces
• Family rooms to help working parents
Social
• Common spaces to encourage interaction
• Recreation and games room as breakaway spaces
• Informal reading corners in the office

•

Incorporating low embodied energy materials to
reduce operational costs.
Increase accuracy of assessments
Conscious planning of all the MEP services will
allow the building to function efficiently.

Using ashcrete to save cement up-to 25%
Reduction in carbon emissions by 80% using hempcrete in
non-load bearing walls.
Service cores for MEP services for easy repairs
Use BIM model to avoid clashes between MEP services
ductwork and the structural systems

Design a resource and energy efficient office building
and to make a net zero building
• Optimum accessibility and flexibility in design
• Provide physical and psychological comfort
• Personal control over privacy and sociality
• Ease the post covid transition from work from home
scenario to office environment
• Design spaces encouraging individual work and
team responsibilities

Incorporating integrated energy efficient systems catering
various needs like inclusion of daylight, rainwater harvesting
systems and green interior spaces.
Optimum spatial planning with the inclusion of transition
spaces and buffer spill out zones.
Usage of passive design strategies
• Optimized orientation
• Optimized WWR
• Form of the building
• Building cooling ventilation strategies

•
•
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
a. Climate zone

Inferences

Hourly Temperature Variation

1.

2.
Figure 3. Hourly DBT variation w.r.t. to IMAC air-conditioned buildings

• Noida experiences composite climate where the maximum
daytime temperature in summers is in the range of 32 – 43 ºC,
and nighttime values are from 27 to 32 ºC. In winter, the
values are between 10 to 25 ºC during the day and 4 to 10 ºC
at night.
• Considering the office hours from 9am to 7 pm, predominant
part of the year; mid-March to November falls under the
overheated period, reaching its peak in the month of May.
• Comfortable part of the year mostly falls in the months of
December and February.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Hourly Humidity Variation

The climate in New Delhi is
predominantly hot, having
distinct cool and humid
seasons.
Evaporating
cooling
is
desirable in April and May
Air-conditioning is required
from June to August due to
high humidity coupled with
high temperatures.
September is warm and
humid; air movement in the
form of ventilation can help in
achieving comfort.
In October, days are hot and
dry, nights are comfortable.
From November to March, the
days are pleasant, and nights
are cool. January is the
coolest month.

Design aims w.r.t. the climatic
conditions
Figure 4. Hourly Relative Humidity

• The relative humidity is about 20 – 25 % in dry periods and 55
– 95 % in wet periods.
• Parts of January and December and July to September
remains humid, rest of the months are dry.
• The presence of high humidity during monsoon months
during July to September is due to rainfall., Thereby, design
strategies must be used to improve the Rh of the location.
Precipitation
Precipitation in this zone varies between 500 – 1300 mm per
year, highest during July, mostly predominant from June to
September causing an increase in humidity during these
months.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Resist heat gain in summer
and Resist heat loss in winter.
Promote
heat
loss
in
summer/ monsoon.
Decrease exposed surface
area.
Increase thermal resistance
and thermal capacity.
Increase buffer spaces.
Increase shading.
Increase surface reflectivity.
Ventilation of appliances.
Increase air exchange rate
Increase humidity levels in dry
summer.
Decrease
humidity
in
monsoon.
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b. Performance specifications
The mentioned materials are
considered for the building envelope
in the design case and the also used
for the energy simulations.

Table 1 Material specification

Table 2 Energy performance for Base case

Table 3 Energy performance for Design case considering enhanced materials

Percentage reduction in the design case after considering enhanced materials is observed to be
56.79502%. Use of Radiant Cooling system further reduces the cooling load by 30% over the design
case.
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DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

Figure 5 SITE PLAN

About site
The total site area of 40,468 sq.m. is planned to be developed in phases. The permissible area
developed is 4046 sq.m. and built up area of 21871 sq.m. is proposed in our design. The building on
the site is placed such that the optimum orientation that the longer facades facing the North and
South directions is assured. Acoustic buffers are created on the site so as to reduce the traffic noise
from the axis roads. These include creation of earth bombs green barriers and sound walls. The
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landscaping on the site is plant such that native grass species are promoted with local tree species
such as such as Kachnar, Ashok, Kaner and amaltas. This strategies to reduce the water consumption
for irrigation full stop large areas of landscape site help to keep the resources compact and easily
maintained and not distributed a total of 460 car parkings are provided and designed in such a way
that movement on the site is easy and without crossover with pedestrian movement. Green spaces
also act as break zones for the employees to enjoy the retreat. Solar panels are provided over the
parking to provide shade as well as energy generation can be done simultaneously.
Concept and design
The Post Pandemic scenarios has made employers and employees a lot more concerned about
wellness and productivity. A lot has changed from the before the pandemic business as usual
scenarios, work from home became the new normal and coming back to working in the office
environment again is a task for people who have become accustomed to work from comforts of
home. The Concept behind our building design is to bring a smooth transition from home’s onscreen office to the real time office environment keeping in mind the priority Infosys has for its
employee’s wellness. The first step to our approach was to break the monotony an office routine
poses as a misconception through spaces. Larger floor plates are divided and played with to bring
staggered spaces facing a common full height atrium space.

The staggering of blocks helped us achieve the needed eye connectivity to the other office spaces,
recreational spaces, collab spaces, informal spaces etc. motivating the employees to work as well
as enjoy the views while doing so.
Staggering of places also promotes wellness through the dynamism of the daylight that infiltrates
the inner spaces and after getting diffused on multiple levels. The staggering is planned such that it
brings in the maximum diffused daylight and cuts off the solar heat by external shading, atrium,
buffer spaces material properties etc.
Shifting spaces with open floor planning helps to reduce the cost of dismantling and increase the
scope of recycling since use of movable furniture, easy installing is promoted. The informal spaces
are given as transition spaces in corridors or spillover spaces promoting informal interactions and
discussions. Reducing the floor area by staggering also helps control the construction cost and
laying of services.
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a. Architectural design
Planning:
The connectivity and the zoning of the spaces are based on the movement patterns of different
users on different levels. These interactions and movement mapping produce a grid
accommodating the major spaces, the linkage spaces, discussion zones and recreational zones etc.
The basic planning of spaces is kept simple but interesting by changing the dynamics of the floor
which gives us the scope to plan these spaces on the adjacency of the exterior sides as buffer
spaces. plan on all vertical levels giving the feel of grandeur as well as easy on eyes views of the
interior spaces. It also includes the mapping of spaces based on functionality and the frequency of
usage.
Form Evolution:
The form is evolved from the basic cuboidal geometry and breaking the bigger floor plates into
smaller protruded spaces. Eccentric courtyard forming a atrium space on the South façade helps
the interior spaces to get optimum daylight without bringing in the heat from solar radiation.
Staggering of boxed geometries help to enhance diffused daylight influx from the curtain wall to the
interiors. Dynamic spaces provide aesthetic views from all the points in the building. The design also
has elements which are multi-functional in use like the center staircase which is also used as an
Amphitheatre.

Figure 6 Zoning and Planning
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The distance of regularly
occupied spaces from the
south façade is kept more so
as to reduce the direct heat
gain from that direction. The
façade facing the North
direction is provided with a
corridor throughout so that it
acts as a buffer space to the
habitable
office
spaces
inside.
The East and West facades
are given with buffer zones
and
reduced
openings.
Accompanied
with
the
staggering of interior spaces
Figure 7 Form Evolution
the material used for the
glazing of such spaces are tinted with low SHGC value. Glass bricks are given for better results.
The open office spaces are given with transition recreational spaces for elevated motivation and
productivity of the employees. These recreational zones can also be viewed on different levels from
the protruded spaces which gives the feel of joy while working, keeping in track the productivity of
the employees.
The building is aimed to be resourceful and energy efficient office building and to make a net zero
building with optimum accessibility and flexibility in design, provide physical and psychological
comfort, personal control over privacy and sociality to encourage appropriate formal and informal
behavior. Flexible and collaborative spaces to balance social and solitary environments with
breakaway spaces to ease the post covid transition from work from home scenario to office
environment. Design spaces encouraging individual work and team responsibilities allowing
multitasking.
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b. Energy performance
Design optimization of building envelope configuration
The building form and zoning was finalized
after reviewing various building envelope
prototypes. Thin, longitudinal open plans
allowed us to arrange a variety of flexible
working spaces across the floor plates with
specific spatial requirements taken under
consideration. The material palette was
selected based on cross analysis of the best
energy performance and affordability.

Figure 8 Building envelope prototypes

The form of the building was decided after
conducting daylight and energy analysis on all
the prototypes. The sample with the maximum
efficiency was selected and further worked on.

Table 2 Energy load consumption

Zone

Total Area

Area under
HVAC

Cooling

Heating

Lighting

Total Load

First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Fifth Floor

3044.5
3044.5
3008.6
3060.4
3159.3

2676.5
2696
2659.3
2710.5
2704

101.09
111.98
115.79
118.29
123.57

1.43
1.04
0.97
0.99
1.28

22.55
22.55
22.55
22.55
22.55

125.07
135.57
139.30
141.83
147.40

2841

1867.7

128.78

2.05

22.55

153.38

405.5
397.6
198.4
3044.5

405.5
397.6
198.4
2386.2

272.05
369.41
365.88
80.85

2.48
3.15
2.88
2.65

22.55
22.55
22.55
22.55

297.08
395.11
391.31
106.05

Sixth Floor
East - Atrium
South - Atrium
West - Atrium
Ground Floor

Base case
Zone
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Fifth Floor
Sixth Floor
East - Atrium
South - Atrium

% Comfort
hours - IMAC
37.99
27.74
25.63
24.65
24.01
23.30
14.94
12.84

% Comfort hours IMAC (Occupancy)
37.22
25.39
23.13
22.17
22.52
25.34
4.86
3.38

Proposed case
% Comfort
hours - IMAC
92.84
83.73
80.51
78.11
74.54
73.18
55.59
45.88

% Comfort hours IMAC (Occupancy)
88.63
77.42
73.54
71.59
69.59
70.92
27.71
17.12
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West - Atrium
13.65
4.04
51.97
24.26
Ground Floor
75.07
78.47
99.75
99.72
The annual load consumed by the building is 2827399.286 units. The difference in %comfort hours in
the base case and proposed case are observed to be 52%.
Envelope systems
The Envelope systems which are considered are•

•

•

Horizontal shading louvers are designed on the southern façade to bring in daylight while
providing protection from summer sun and allowing in winter sun. By this arrangement the
shading devices allow daylight into the space and not solar heat gain through the glazed area.
The glass used on the façade walls is Double, 6 mm, reflective film coated, 12 mm air gap.
This façade arrangement with a thermal barrier between glass panels will reduce cooling
losses and prevent heat gain cutting down on HVAC load.
The incorporation of a planters in our design has multiple benefits, some of these include the
increase in thermal comfort and also increases working efficiency of the employees.

Construction material
AAC blocks is used as an alternative material for construction. The comparative statistical analysis of
cost effectiveness of using AAC blocks instead of traditional red bricks was reviewed and considered
for the project. The usage of AAC blocks gives a prospective solution to construction industry along
with environmental preservation. The compressive strength of AAC block is comparatively more
than traditional bricks and the
density of AAC block is
comparatively less which
helps in reducing the dead
load of structure.

Figure 9 Comparitive analysis of Clay red
bricks and AAC Blocks

Daylighting
The daylighting allowed in the structure is simulated to understand the amount of lighting
penetrating into the structure.
Figure 10 Daylight analysis of Ground
floor
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Figure 4 Daylight analysis of Sixth
floor

Lighting
•
•

The lighting control to utilize daylight and minimize the use of artificial lighting
Energy efficient lighting fixtures installed to provide lighting with high CRI & luminous efficacy.

HVAC
The HVAC System in use is a radiant cooling system with use of chilled roof panels that circulate
water through the pipes cooled from a Recirculating chiller. The system incorporates a separate
DOAS System to reduce the ducting and the amount of area required for separate FCU/AHU units
by combining the CRCPs with floor wise make-up air units.
Renewable energy systems
•

Solar Voltaic panels are installed on the building roof and parking sheds which are located
on the southern side of the site as it receives the maximum radiations, this will effectively
shade the roof from summer sun cutting down the radiations.

•

Biogas is produced (in a small amount) using anaerobic digester connected to the toilet black
water storage and food waste from the food court.

Techniques
For the efficient working of the entire building system a collaborative working of various techniques
and strategies is necessary. The following are the active and passive techniques proposed in the
building:

Active Techniques

High Efficiency HVAC System

Active Techniques

Solar panels

Building Automation

High Efficiency HVAC
System
Solar panels
Building Automation
Energy- efficient
appliances
Greywater Re-use
Industrial Ceiling fans
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Energy- efficient appliances

Greywater Re-use

Industrial Ceiling fans

Passive Techniques

Passive Techniques

Building orientation

Windows & daylighting

Air sealing

Metal building products

Continuous insulation

Building orientation
Air sealing
Continuous insulation
Windows & daylighting
Metal building products
Adaptive Re-use
Site- optimization
Passive solar design
Recycled materials
High- Efficiency windows
Rainwater collection

Rainwater collection
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c. Water performance
Net Zero water consumption
Net zero water creates a water-neutral building where the amount of alternative water used, and
water returned to the original water source is equal to the building's total water consumption. The
tentative reduction in water consumption according to the occupancy with the usage of low-flow
fixtures here is 68.9%. The strategies adopted to reduce the water consumption, maximize the water
harvesting, and minimize wastewater discharge.

Estimation of water consumption on Site

Source of rainfall- India Meteorological Department,
Ministry of Earth Sciences
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Total Water storage Requirement –

Underground tank

Fire tank –
20,000 l

Storage tank
– 40,000 l

Water Treatment

Overhead tank

OT Fire tank OT Storage
– 10,000 l
tank– 30,000

STP
40,000 l

Septic Tank
40,000 l

Estimation of water consumption in building

Note: The calculations for number of fixtures and
uses is referred from NBC 2016
No. of uses*(in case of Water Closets and urinals)
*number of usages per person per day
No of uses*(in case of faucets) *duration of
use*number of usages per person per day Total
Building occupancy, female occupants, male
occupants, considering sex ratio 1:1.
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Proposed fixtures to reduce water consumption
Hind wareTankless S2 Wall
Mounted EWC
Square
Efficient 4L
flushing

Parry ware
Waterless
urinal
Astute Urinal –
C0586

Reduction of water Consumption in Landscaping
•

Use of native plants with high aesthetic value such as Amaltas (Cassia fistula), Gulmohar (Delonix regia),
Semul (Bombax ceiba), Indian coral tree (Erythrina variegate), Champa (Magnolia champaca), Queen Flower
(Lagerstroemia flos reginae) for landscaping have been used on the periphery of the site to decrease
maintenance as well as water reduction.

•

Use of native shrubs such as White orchid-tree (Bahunia acuminate), Bougainvillea (Bougainvillea glabra),
Hibiscus (Hibiscus syriacus), Kaner (Nerium oleander), Chandini (Tabernaemontana divaricate) throught the
site for landscaping have been used.

Waste generation details:

Table 11: Development of Municipal Solid Waste Processing & Disposal Facility for NOIDA and Greater Noida Gautam Buddha Nagar.

TYPES OF
WASTE

Colours
of bins

Category

Organic

Green

Biodegradable

Recyclable
items

Blue

Cardboard,
paper, etc.

Plastic waste

Table 2 Waste generation on site

Disposal method

Waste
generation
(Kg/day)

70%

The food waste shall be treated in Biogas plant.
Other biodegradable waste shall be treated in
organic waste converter and converted to manure.

140868

25%

Approved recycler

50310

5%

Approved recycler

10062

Total waste generation in a year

201240

Table 3 GRIHA V2019
guidelines for proper
segregation of waste
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d. Resilience
The past historical earthquakes associated with the faults of these fold belts in the region support
the possible seismic risk of the region. The NCR falls under seismic zone-IV, a severe intensity zone
having a zone factor of 0.24. Coming under Seismic zone 4, the safety of the structure to the users
could be ensured by the usage of base isolation, raft foundation combined with dampers along with
the incorporation of low damage design focusing not only on preserving the life but also helps in
preserving the primary structure, leaving it usable or easily repairable. Resilience is the ability to
anticipate, withstand, respond to, and recover from disruptions. Our future buildings must effectively
address these challenges.

This contest evaluates the building’s ability to ensure long-term durability in response to local
climatic conditions, to withstand and recover from prevailing disaster risks for its intended location,
and to maintain critical operations during power/water supply disruptions.
Site development that promotes healthy ecosystems is also an important step towards resilience. In
the light of the COVID-19 pandemic, teams are encouraged to incorporate strategies in their designs
that provide resilience against hydrometeorological as well as public health hazards. Using systems
allowing re-centering after an earthquake, like providing a restoring force eg a post-tensioning a wall
vertically on its center line allowing wall to swing in an earthquake.
Hazards based on geographic location: Structure + Community.
To withstand collapse, buildings need to redistribute the forces that travel through them during a
seismic event. Shear walls, cross braces, diaphragms, and moment-resisting frames are used to
reinforce the building.
Resilience to Earthquakes
•

IS 4326 (1993) earthquake resistant design and construction of buildings

•

IS 1893 (1984) criteria for Earthquake resistant design of structures.
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Figure 12 Fire evacuation plan

Physical health and well-being
•
•
•
•
•

Isolated smoking zones to prevent air pollution and strategic use of air purifying plants
Effective ventilation and humid control
Use of colors to provide visual comfort and Low- Glare workstation design
Design of workspaces to blend interior with exteriors alleviating the psychological aspects.
Hybrid office design with spaces for interaction between people working in office and people
working from home.

Covid 19
•
•
•

Partitions to separate working area in open office
Reducing physical contact points
Hybrid workstations for virtual interaction for the people working in office and working from
home

Fundamental Back-Up Power + Operations
•
•

Providing emergency back-up power for communication and lighting devices.
providing renewable energy and battery back-up to support all communication equipment
24/7. Maintain lighting after sun-down or 24/7 in critical locations without daylight.

Building Design
•
•
•

Design and construction of the building to
withstand extreme weather
Design of the building is such that facilitate
the personal interaction between neighbors
Rectangular planning to
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Basic human needs
•

Sanitation, potable water, energy, lighting, air quality, food, health, and livable conditions are
fulfilled in the design.

Resilience to noise pollution
Buffer Guidelines for noise reduction along roads
Moderate speed road (<40mph) – Plant a 20to 50-foot-wide buffer with the near edge of the buffer
within 20 to 50 feet of the canter of the nearest traffic lane.

e. Affordability
The goal is to address the increasing challenges in the field of affordability. This is done by identifying
the needs and practices and selecting energy efficient construction techniques and materials, MEP
system designs that will yield financial dividends in the upcoming years.
Total Project Cost (Rs. In Cr)
Base case
14,43,27,950
7%
Proposed case
13,42,24,994
Energy- efficient building poses lower financial risks, as the green initiatives increase the opinion
amongst the stakeholders that the building is very economical to operate, also due to measures
such as thermal and visual comfort, indoor air quality
Finance
The office is designed as an IT service building and owned, built and operated by the project partner
itself. Compared to other projects conducted by the project partner, it is a small building and
currently they are on the stage of planning such a project and thus much information about the
finances is not available at the moment, but the project as committed by the project partner would
be self-financed.
Construction
The design aims to reduce the on- site construction time as the building form is part prefabricated
concrete structure and part space frame supporting the louvers. The flexibility in design will provide
the users an opportunity of maximizing the occupancy and provide a more customizable space
efficient design. Flexibility in spaces is the key to affordability as per our research.The open floor plan
for working stations allows a fluidity in spaces accompanied by collab areas to conduct business
that allows for a wide range of diverse work environments.
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Building form
The initial plan was to incorporate a funnel like space
frame and mushroom columns structures in the
building structure itself catering to multiple measures
at the same time as inclusion of daylight, rainwater
harvesting system, green interior spaces etc. The
shape considered was increasing the decided
estimate, so a similar and efficient design was worked
on and was finalized. The revised design satisfied the
causes within the budget

Figure 13 Space frame design for shading
and rainwater collection

Materials
The open plan reduces the quantity of brick and ply that would be used to construct the interior
partition and is cost- cutting. The doors that would be used for washrooms, storerooms etc and
furniture for informal spaces are of reclaimed wood.
Material cost comparison
Volume Unit
Base case
705.504

Cum

559.806

Cum

2185.8

Nos

16276.66

Cum

90

m

698/620

kg

Cost

Total cost

Exterior brick
wall
Interior brick
wall

8288.35

5847464.078

8288.35

4639868.06

Heat
strengthened
glass
On-site RCC
construction
Wood

670

1464486

7783.65

126691824.6

255

22950

Curved space
frame

93.05

64948.9

Design case

Cost

Total cost

AAC blocks

8430.35

5947645.646

Dry wall
(Gypsum
board)
High
performance
glass
Prefabricated
RCC structure
Reclaimed
wood
Straight space
frame

149.3

83579.0358

1030

2251374

7902.85

128632002.5

255

22950

78.2

48484

Cooling System cost comparison
Conventional cooling system

Radiant cooling system

Chiller

6017365.3

6017365.3

Cooling tower

2486881.6

2486881.6

6547536

4355338

9792096.3

5506666.4

HVAC low side works
AHUs, DOAS, HRW
Radiant piping, accessories,
installation, etc.
Building Automation System

0

17363762.6

11834891.9

12589838.1

Total cost (INR)

11068929

9903204

Area (sqm.)
INR/sqm

22204.3

22204.3

3,327

3,302
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The decision of proposing Radiant cooling system instead of Conventional cooling system for the
office building was taken after observing a 10.5% of reduction in cost as well as reusing grey water
for in radiant cooling also serves an additional efficient purpose of the arrangement.

f. Innovation
Since Infosys is a very employee centered company, it is very important their human resources
stay motivated throughout. Also due to the post covid scenario, people are more accustomed to
home comfort thereby making working in confined office spaces more difficult with
communication becoming the major difficult phase to the employees. So, the main aim of the
design was to elevate the communication between the employees in the office space during
working hours.
This has been attained by introducing
staggered interior spaces with
enclosed full-length atrium, that not
only helps in horizontal interaction but
also helps in vertical interactions
between the floors. The common
atrium serves as a general space for
interaction between all the spaces.
Figure 14 Survey questionnaire analysis

Figure 15 User interface flow diagram for the application.

To have this transition stage from home comfort to office spaces smoother, an app would be
introduced to ensure the comfort and productivity, by regularly mapping the spaces in the building
with respect to the time spent, quality and productivity. The application functions bifocal.
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1.

The application has an interface for self-assessment every fort night where the employees
can assess their productivity, wellness and motivational levels based on small surveys with
respect to etc.
2. The spatial quality of spaces could be analyzed by the survey analysis of filled in
questionnaires by the employees while checking in spaces.

The App also tells the employees about the office environment conditions like the temperature, CO2
levels etc. It also notifies the users with smart ideas to optimize their workspace, how to manage
time in offices and how to manage their own wellness. Mapping of the productivity and wellness has
incentives associated with them for the team that performs the best.

g. Health and well-being
Comfort Analysis

Figure 16 Zoning model in rhino

•

•

The maximum comfort time for Air-conditioned spaces is found on the ground floor with
almost 78% comfort hours, while it’s the least for the Atrium in South Orientation with around
3%. The comfort hours are mostly between 20-25% for the air-conditioned spaces.
The maximum comfort time for mix-mode spaces is found on the ground floor with almost
100% comfort hours, while it’s the least for the Atrium in South Orientation with around 17%.
The comfort hours are mostly between 70-85% for the mix-mode spaces.

Physical Health & Well Being
The PM2.5, PM10, CO levels of Noida are
higher than the National Ambient Air quality
standards as per CPCB.
To alleviate the existing poor air quality of the
site and reduce the pollutants from the
building use • Installation of HEPA and carbon filters
proposed in the building
• Isolated smoking zones to prevent spread
of pollutants
• Strategic use of air purifying plants inside
building as well as in landscaping on site
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• Use of construction materials that absorb
various air pollutants like VOC’s and
formaldehydes
Air pollutant levels in Noida
(Source: Central Control Board for Air Quality Management)

Mental Health & Well Being
Proposal of break rooms to relax, meditate and rejuvenate between the busy office schedules.
Incorporation of recreational space in transition areas like corridors to induce the feeling of the
building where we live, learn, work and play. Common spaces to spend time with colleagues for
healthy office relations. Proposal of creche for the parents to have a safe space for their kids and
work worry free. All these design ideas focus towards enhancing work-life balance. Staggered
spaces provided to increase the interior-exterior connection- not just horizontal but also vertical too.
Social Health & Well Being
Common spaces to spend time with colleagues for healthy office relations.
Proposal of creche for the parents to have a safe space for their kids and work
worry free. These spaces have been included between the working spaces for
the ease of use and mobility.
Application
To ensure comfort and productivity, an application has been introduced that
monitors the user comfort and satisfaction. Self-assessment for productivity,
wellness, emotional, and motivational levels. Notifications about blogs
periodically on various aspects of work life to guide the employees better have
also inculcated in the application.

h. Engineering and operations
•
•
•
•

Incorporating low embodied energy materials to reduce operational costs.
Using BIM for increased accuracy of assessments and avoid clashing of building services.
Conscious planning of all the MEP services will allow the building to function efficiently.
Shifting spaces with open floor planning helps to reduce the cost of dismantling and increase
the scope of recycling since use of movable furniture, easy installing is promoted.
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Figure 17 Type of structure

Thereby the proposed construction materials are
•

•

•
•
•
•

RCC framed structure, using flat slab
construction, with integrated radiant cooling
system.
Envelope construction- partly prefabricated
concrete structure and partly space frame
supporting the louvers.
Dry and brick walls for interior partitions.
RCC slab for floor and roofing systems.
Low emissivity double glazed glass for
glazing.
AAC blocks for envelope and exterior walls.
Figure 18 Column plan and section

Foundation
Considering the site location, Noida,
the water table is high, thereby there is
a necessity of spreading the weight.
Also, since the building is not very
heavy, pile foundations won’t be
required. Considering the rule of
thumb, dividing the total weight of the
building with overall soil bearing
capacity of the soil, the ratio was in
between 0.65 to 0.95, thereby finalizing
with raft foundation.
Raft foundation 1.

They are constructed on shallow depts, thereby cost cutting could be done on the deep
excavations.
2. Loads from the superstructure is divided equally and distributed over a large area, thereby
reducing the differential settlement of the soil.
Flat type raft foundation is used with a slab bedding of 900m thick.
The column size used for the construction is .6m x .75 m
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Construction layout of the building
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Figure 19 3d view of the structural framework
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HVAC Systems
The climate in New Delhi is predominantly hot, having distinct cool and humid seasons, requiring
cooling for most part of the year. Thereby, radiant cooling is preferred in the built since it reduces
the load by around 30 – 35 % compared to the traditional cooling systems.
Also, the radiant cooling systems are embedded to the floor slab, the air near the occupants, where
cooling is required is cooled directly. As the ambient air in the workspace raises, the heated air rises,
pulling chilled air from below.
Radiant cooling
•

•

Figure 20 Using Ceiling & floor embedded ducts which are water cooled
to modulate the indoor temperatures.

•

Radiant cooling systems work by
circulating chilled water through a
network of polymer pipes installed in
floors, walls, or ceilings.
This network of pipes can turn the
floors, walls, and ceilings of a
conditioned space into cooled
surfaces that evenly absorb heat
energy.

The system incorporates a separate DOAS System to reduce the ducting and the amount of
area required for separate FCU/AHU units by combining the CRCPs with floor wise Make-up air
units.

Figure 21 Section of radiant cooling floor slab
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i. Scalability and market potential

Infosys revenue from around the world
13%
3%

North America
Europe

24%

India
60%

Other

Over the last decade, Noida has also become
a hub for software and mobile app
development firms that contribute to the city's
economy with their software product
development and service export in foreign
currencies while various companies have also
invested under the Make in India initiative. It is
also home to various start-ups and ventures
that specialize in the fields of eCommerce,
mutual-fund investments, utility bill payments
and person-person payments.

Infosys focuses on large enterprises who have
IT budget and needs. Infosys is a multinational
corporation that provides business consulting, information technology and outsourcing services. It
has 82 sales and marketing offices and 123 development centers across the world as of 31 March
2018, with major presence in India, United States, China, Australia, Japan, Middle East, and Europe.
Figure 22 Infosys revenue

Construction Technologies
•

•

•

•

•

Prefabrication helps in mitigating the labor shortage, increases cost-effectiveness and time
savings, improves quality control, lowers environmental impact, ensure safety and security,
more flexibility with reduced site disruption. Though the technology is not new, it is beginning
to be more accessible and widely used.
Use of BIM provides space for better collaboration because each person and expertise area
can add their contribution to the same model, streamlining the process and increasing
efficiency. BIM also helps with problem solving in the design and planning stages of a project,
by automating clash detection and providing a more complete picture of the project.
Virtual reality technology is often used in conjunction with BIM to help better understand
complex projects and is being increasing used specially to monitor site progress off-site. This
will give the designers and client a complete idea about the project to avoid big changes
and expensive change orders mid-way through.
Data collection apps can help in encouraging enhanced workflows and instant reporting. IT
also significant time savings & reduced data entry errors. Wearables such as smart glasses
and vest sensors can also help make a positive impact on safety as well as productivity
3D printing makes it possible to print materials right on site, reducing waste and further
saving on transportation and storage costs. As a construction technology it has the
potential to change material sourcing but the main challenges with adoption of this
technology is limitations with mass production and cost effectiveness.

Materials used for construction
AAC Blocks
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The advantages of using AAC blocks are –
1.

Ease in workability – They are easier in cutting and shaping into custom sizes which also helps
I the easier installations of electrical systems.
2. Lightweight – They are much lighter than the traditional blocks which reduces the
transportation cost and the dead load of the building as well.
3. Faster construction- Due to the larger size of the block and lightweight, the construction
process could be made faster.
4. Other advantages include- economic, minimum wastage, better fire resistivity, eco friendly
and sustainable, better acoustics, seismic resistant, pest resistant, better accuracy etc.

j. Communication
We aimed to promote office design which appeals the
employees and the employers on a level where working
doesn’t feel cumbersome and tiring. Efforts to pitch the
design to all the stake holders (clients, users, staff etc.)
include the ways in which the planning and execution of
building design affects the three costs: Financial costs,
Environmental cost, and Human/ Social cost.
Our design is to reduce the cost on all these three
fronts. Optimization of the construction process as well as
lowering the floor areas into smaller chunks helps us
attain the cost reduction in the financial budget
allocations. Reductions in use of energy efficient
equipment, passive design strategies, sustainable design
ideas help promote sustainability and reduce costs in
terms of energy consumption. State of the art building
management systems and onsite power generation
methods can optimize the energy goals of the company.
The third costs which relates to the human resource
impacts the return on Investments majorly.
Post pandemic, it has become a task for the employees
and the clients to get things back on track and to shift
smoothly from the work from home environment to the
office workspaces without affecting the Wellness and
productivity of the employees. The key focus in our
design is to priorities the Employees work productivity
and their wellbeing. The staggering of spaces, bringing
in the daylight, multiple recreational spaces as transition
are intended to drive the motivation in the users.
Office
space
discussions
interactions
and
communications are all taken care of while designing a
building which has spaces catering to the needs of the
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Office space discussions interactions and communications are all taken care of while designing a
building which has spaces catering to the needs of the employees at a very localized level at the
same time making the supervision easy and fluent in terms of spatial configuration.
An application has also been introduced to map the self-productivity and satisfaction level of the
Employees with the work environment. The application helps to optimize the processes space
functionality and manage human resources in an efficient manner giving the clients a chance to
enhance the performance of the office building and the office structure
The presentation of the design should be self- explanatory and is understood by all the stakeholders
involved such as clients, construction workers and other relevant audiences.
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